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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this article is to present necessary and sufficient conditions on convexity and con- 
cavity. lower and upper estimates and type and cotype of weighted Lorentz spaces iip+ with 
1 5 p < 00 and a decreasing weight M‘. 
Convexity and concavity of the weighted Lorentz spaces AP,w have been 
investigated by several authors like Reisner [RI, Novikov [N], Schiitt [S], 
Raynaud [Ra] and Montgomery-Smith [MS]. Upper and lower estimates have 
been studied by Carothers in his dissertation [Cal. Creekmore [Cr] considered 
type and cotype of the classical Lorentz spaces Lps4. While conditions on 
r-convexity of flP,h are obtained by rather short and standard arguments and 
they are not dependent on IV, q-concavity requires more work and it depends on 
the weight tt’. Different authors provide different criteria for q-concavity. We 
link them directly and extend them, by showing the equivalence of a number of 
inequalities. We also present new proofs for necessary and sufficient conditions 
for q-concavity of flP.M,. We are trying to use minimum of the functional analysis 
tools, and our proofs are mainly based on integral inequalities. 
Let’s first agree on definitions and notations which we will use throughout 
this paper. Symbols [w, R+, and N stand for reals, nonnegative reals and natural 
numbers, respectively. Let r, : [0, l] + [w, II E N, be Rademacher functions, 
that is m(t) = sign(sin 2%). 
*The article was written while the first named author was visiting Lule5. University of Technology 
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A Banach space X has type 1 5 p 5 2 if there is a constant K > 0 such that, 
for any choice of finitely many vectors xi, . . 3 .v, from X, 
A Banach space X has cotype q > 2 if there is a constant K > 0 such that no 
matter how we choose finitely many elements XI, . . . ,_Y,, from X, 
In order to complete this definition for q = cc the left hand side should be re- 
placed by maxi <k<,, ll.7i~-_ll. 
We say that the space has triviul type or trivial retype, if it does not have any 
type bigger than one or any finite cotype, respectively. 
A Banach lattice X is said to be q-concave ( 1 5 q < IX;), respectively p-comes 
(1 < p < m), if there is a constant K > 0 such that 
respectively 
for every choice of vectors XI.. . ,_Y,, in X. 
A Banach lattice X is said to satisfy a lon,er q-estimate (1 < q < oo), respec- 
tively upper p-estimate (1 < p < KJ), if there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
for any choice of finitely many elements XI, . . , x, in X, 
respectively 
More information and connections among the above notions may be found in 
[DJT] and [LT2]. 
Let Z = (0, 1] or I = (0, CCI). The space of all (equivalence classes of) Le- 
besgue measurable real functions defined on Z is denoted by Lo. For any Le- 
besgue measurable set A c I, /Al denotes its Lebesgue measure. Let w : Z + 
(0, CQ) be a decreasing function such that ld II’ < 03, and in case when 
I = (0. x), let sax w = 00. The function W’ will be often called a weightfunction. 
Given 1 5 p < cc, the Lorent: space A,,,,,, is the subspace of Lo with the norm 
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The space (Ap.II,l I Ilp.J is a Banach lattice with the same order as in Lo i.e.J’ 5 g 
if.f(t) 5 g(t) for a.e. t E I. 
Letting S(x) = J: w(t)& (X E I), S is increasing and concave on I. We say 
that the weight function IV is regular if inf_XEI S(s)/S(s/2) > 1. 
There are known two other expressions on the norm in A,,,,,. In fact, for any 
j’ E il p.1, 
lIfllp.,V = (SUP j ,~(~(r)),p~~~(r!dr)lb_ (s,: S(dj (r))d(rP!)lln. 
T I 
where the supremum is taken over all measure preserving transformations of I 
and dl,(t), t > 0, is a distribution function off(cf. [LT2], [KPS], [Cal). 
Let F : I -+ R, be any function. Its loboer inde.y a(F) and upper inde.u P(F) 
(e.g.[KPS], [Ml) are defined as follows. 
(Y(F) = sup(p E [w : there exists C > 0 such that F(au) > C&F(u) for all 
a > 1 and au E I}. 
[j(F) = inf(p E Iw : there exists C > 0 such that F(au) > Ca”F(u) for all 
(I 2 1 and au E I}. 
We say that any two functions F, G : I -+ lR+ are equivalent (and denote it by 
F - G) if there exists a positive constant Csuch that C-IF(u) < G(zc) < CF(u) 
for all u E I. 
We will use further the following properties of indices. 
Lemma 1 ([KPS], [Ml, [MO]). Let F, G : I + I%+ be anyfunctions. Then 
(1) !fF - G, then a(F) = a(G) and/j(F) = p(G). 
(2) ForanJ,a E R, N(F”) = aa and /J(P) = a/3(F). 
(3) tr(F G‘) = a(F) + O(G). O(F. G) = jj(F) +/j(G). 
Lemma 2 ([FJT]). The Lorent: space Ap,l,. contains an order isomorphic copy* of I,, 
Theorem 3 (e.g. [RI, [Cal). Let 1 5 p < 00. Then A,.,,. isp-convex with constant 1 
and AD,,~ does not satisjjl an upper r-estimate for any r > p. 
The above theorem yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 4. For 1 5 I’ < cc, thefollowing assertions are equivalent. 
(i) il,,,,. is r-convex. 
(ii) _4,.,,. satisjies an upper r-estimate. 
(iii) r < p. 
Before we present our next results we will need two technical lemmas of in- 
dependent interest. The next lemma extends and provides connections among 
inequalities investigated by Reisner [RI, Schiitt [S], Novikov [N] and Raynaud 
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[Ra]. It links various characterizations of q-concavity of AP,,, (see Theorem 7 
and Corollaries 8 and 9). 
Lemma 5. Let w be a decreasing weight function and 1 < r < co. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a constant A > 0 such that for all x E I 
(;/I w(t)‘dtyr< Aw(.u). 
(ii) There exists a constant B > 0 such that for all x E I 
(iii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all x E I 
s 
x 
w(t)t(“‘)-‘dt I C.X”~.J(,). 
0 
(iv) There exists a constant D > 0 such that for all x E I 
1 
.x 
.I 
1 
w(t)t(l/“k’dt 5 Dx(Ibl w(t)dt. 
0 0 
(v) a(S) > 1 - l/r. 
(vi) o(w) > -l/r. 
Proof. The implication (i) + (ii) is obvious since w is decreasing. 
(ii) + (i) It is enough to show that 
(*) ; J; w( t)dt 5 Ew(x), 
for all x E Z and some positive constant E. In view of the Holder inequality for 
o<u<x 
u(li+1 /I w(t)dt 5 (j-1 h(i)idt)lj’< ([ w(t)‘dt)l’r5 Bx(‘l’)-’ [ w(t)dt. 
Let a = (2B)“ir-1) 
> 
+ 1. Then Ba(*/“-’ 5 $ and 
.Jl/r)-1 x J’ 
u \- 
rv(t)dt 5 B(ax)(“‘)-’ 1 (l/r)-1 
0 .I 0 w(t)dt 5 p 
s \ X 0 w(t)dt + ;x(~/+’ .I’ u.x w( t)dt .x 
Therefore 
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or 
; 
I 
1 w(t)& 5 (u - l)w(x) 5 (2B)“(‘-‘)w(x). 
Thus (*) holds with E = (28)“(‘-I). 
(i) + (iii) Assume at first that I = (0, co). If(i) holds then for x,y > 0, 
.Y+, 
J 
w(t)% I X(x + y)w(x +4'y, 
0 
and then 
Y X+l‘ 
xit’(X)r 5 
J 
w(t)‘& < 
s 
u(t)% I A’(x + v)w(x + v)‘. 
0 0 
Thusfory=(b-l)xwithb> 1 
hx 
A'bxw(bx)' > 
.I 
w(t)% 2 
0 .[ 
h.X bxpr 
w(t)% = 
.[ 
w(x+ t)'dt 
Y 0 
.I 
h-Y-\- 
2 A-’ 
0 
Xw(X)r 
x+r 
dt = A-r~~(~)r lnb, 
or 
A”bw(bx)’ 2 w(x)’ In 6. 
Thus for b 2 exp(2’A2’), A*‘bw(bx)’ 2 w(x)~~‘A’~ and hence w(x) siblirw(bx). 
Therefore for any k E N 
w(b_5) 5 2-Ww(b-“+1x) 5 2-*b%(b-k+‘X) 5 . . . 5 2-kbwv(X). 
Finally 
s x w(+('/"-'& = g 0 s b-k+'.x w(t)t (l/+1& k=l h-Lx 
5 E W(b-kX)(b-k.p-lb-k.x(b - 1) 
k=l 
= x”‘(b - 1) 5 w(K”x)b- (k/r) < xVr(b _ 1) 2 2-k@w(X)@Y _ 
k=l k=l 
= (b - 1)X”%‘(X). 
When I = (0, 11, we can repeat the above proof for the interval (0,x0] with a 
sufficiently small x0 > 0. Since the inequality in (iii) is obviously true on the 
interval [x0, 11, the proof of the implication is complete. 
(iii) + (iv) It is clear, since 12’ is decreasing. 
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(iv) + (ii) It is enough to show that for every x E I 
Since M’ is decreasing, it follows that 
Thus 
J 
I .B I 
w( t)‘At < 
(J 
w(s)d(s”‘) 
0 0 ) 
and so 
(ii) + (v) Without loss of generality we assume that u’ is continuous, con- 
sidering if necessary the function U(S) = l/.~.[i n*(t)& instead. Indeed, u is de- 
creasing, continuous and in view of (*) it is equivalent to 1~ i.e. IV(X) 5 U(S) 5 
EN(X). Moreover 
Now, with the assumption of continuity of \I: observe that 
J 
.\- o(x) = s-' w(r)% 
0 
is increasing for sufficiently small 0 < E < A-‘. In fact, in view of equivalence of 
(i) and (ii), it holds 
> --EAI’.K-‘w(x)r + YFIV(X)I = .K-~H’(.K)r( 1 - 54”) 2 0. 
Moreover, the condition (ii) may be written as 6 brunt N .xk’S(x)‘, since 
clearly l/x J,, \v(t)dr < (1 /.x ,[t i~(f)‘&)J’~. Thus by properties of indices (see 
Lemma 1) 
0 < Q(U) = --E + cv 
(S > 
-V llvr = --E + a(.u’-r&S(x)‘) = -& + 1 - r + ra(&s), 
0 
whence a(S) > 1 - (l/r) + (E/T) > 1 - (l/r). 
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(i) =+ (vi) From (i) and the Holder inequality 
which is the same as S(s) N .YW(X). Hence. by Lemma 1, Q(S) = Q(XW(X)) = 
1 + (Y(W). Thus, since (i) implies (iv), CY(W) = o(S) - 1 > -(l/r). 
(vi) + (iv) If a(~) > -(l/r), then cr(\i’) > -(l/y) +E for some E > 0. This 
means that ii 2 CCI’-~“)~~ W(X) for all CI > 1 and every s E I, or equivalently 
W(S.Y) < c- s - ’ ( l/‘)+Ew(_~) for all 0 < s < 1 and x E I. Then for all x E I 
.I 
.\- 
zz (' -‘&%(x)x _ l/r < C-lE~l_y.(l/r)-l w( t)dt. 
0 
(v) + (ii) If o(S) > 1 - (l/r), then U(X) = (l/x) 6 w(t)dt has index 
(I(U) > -(l/y) and u is decreasing. Repeating the proof of implications (vi) q 
(iv) + (ii) + (i) with the function u (instead of i(s) we obtain 
(;I: @1*]% Au(.u) 
for every x E I. Now, since W(X) 5 U(X) for every s E I, 
which shows (ii) and completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Inequalities in (ii) and (iv) can be replaced by a bunch of equivalent 
inequalities, namely 
w( t)dt, 
for 1 < q 5 r. Observe that the left side of this inequality is a norm of w in the 
Lorentz space L,,, over the interval [0, x]. The inequalities (ii) and (iv) are ex- 
treme cases for q = r and q = 1, respectively. Moreover, the implication (iv) + 
(ii) may be viewed as a consequence of the well known inequality ilf‘\lr,, 5 
Wllr,,, for 0 < P I q 5 ‘x: (cf. PSI). 
Lemma 6. Let w he a decreasing weight function. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) The weightfunction ~1 is regular, that is inf_YtrS(x)/(S(x/2)) = A > 1. 
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(ii) There exists a constant B > 0 such that for all x E I 
1 x - 
J -y 0 
w( t)dt 5 Bw(x). 
(iii) There exist p > 1 and a constant C > 0 such that for all x E I 
(;[ w(tydty< CSJ,’ w(t)dt. 
(iv) There exist q > 1 and a constant D > 0 such that for aN x E I 
(v) There exist r > 1 and a constant E > 0 such thatfor all x E I 
J 
.Y 
J 
x 
w(t)t(l/‘)-I& 5 ,@‘/‘)-I w( t)dt. 
0 0 
(vi) There exist r > 1 and a constant F > 0 such thatfor all x E I 
J 
x 
w(t)t(“‘)-‘dt 5 Fx”‘w(x). 
0 
(vii) a(S) > 0. 
(viii) o(w) > -1. 
Proof. At first observe that (iv) + (ii) by the Holder inequality. Therefore in 
view of Lemma 5, we need only to show the equivalence (i) H (ii) and the 
implication (ii) + (iii). The equivalence (i) @ (ii) is well known and it has been 
proved e.g. in [Cal (see also [BSt]). We provide its proof here for the sake of 
completeness, assuming that Z = (0, XI). 
(i) + (ii) We have for x > 0 
S(2x) - 
O<A-l<&l= s(u) 
S(x) = s,‘” w(t)dt < xw(x) 
S(x) - S(x) ’ 
whence (ii) is obvious with B = (A - I)-’ 
(ii) * (i) Since 
l < V-~) < B2xwPx) = TB w(2.4 
- S(x) - xw(x) 44 
it follows that 
S(2-d - _ S(x) 1 + fj(2x) S(x) = S(s) 1 + JfX 4t)dt S(x) 2 1 + -uu’(2x) Bxw(x) - >l+& 1 
Thus (i) holds with A = 1 + l/28’. 
(ii) =F (iii) Since w is decreasing, B > 1. If B = 1, the weight w is a constant 
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function and (iii) holds obviously. Therefore assume that B > 1 and fix arbi- 
trary x E Z. Since $’ w(t)& < Buw(u) for any u > 0, it follows that for s E (0, x) 
Hence Jl w( t)dt 5 (s/x) l/B Jl w( t)dt and so w(s) 5 1 /s(s/x) “’ j: w( t)dt. Now, 
if 1 <p < B/(B- l), then 
5 
w(s)Pds 5 
0 
[ f (s/#‘ds. ([ w(t)dt)‘= 
B x’-p(s,’ w(t)dr)i’. 
p-B@- l)_ 
whence (iii) holds with C = B’IP/(p - B(p - l))‘lp. 0 
Theorem 7. Let 1 5 p, q < co. Then A,,,, is q-concave if and only if either.. 
(4 P < q and 4s) > p/q, or 
(b) p = q and w is equivalent to a constant function i.e. Ap.,V = Lp. 
Proof. Since AP.W contains an order isomorphic copy of Ip, it can not be q-con- 
cave for any 1 5 q < p. 
Assume that A*., is q-concave, where q > p. Let {X;}r= , be any decreasing 
nonnegative sequence. For .x E I define 
Then 
Setting forj = 1, . . . , n 
f; = g- A’!“. i=, (r+j)(mod n)X((i-l)/n).~.(;/n)Jll 
we have MI = llfll and 
Further, by q-concavity of A,.,, we get the following inequality 
I c 2 xyip ‘IY ( ) S(x)“P, i=l 
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for any nonnegative decreasing sequence {x;}r= I. Now. since the sequence 
is decreasing, by linearization of ly,P -norm we will find a positive decreasing 
sequence {Xi}~=, such that 
‘lr 
. 
where 1 /I’ = 1 - p/q. It follows that 
Moreover, since w is decreasing 
Thus, the above two formulas yield 
for every s E I. Finally. since { (i/n)_u}~.‘, , is a partition of [0,x], we get 
or equivalently 
for all .Y E 1. Now applying the implication (ii) + (v) of Lemma 5, we obtain 
that n(S) > p/q. Thus we have proved the necessity of (a). 
Now, assume that illI,,,. isp-concave. For any s. .I’ E I, 0 < .I’ < s, let n = [.X/J,]. 
Analogously as above, for any decreasing nonnegative sequence {Xi}?, , we get 
the following inequality 
In particular, for XI = 1 and Xi = 0. i = 2,. II, we get nS(x/rz) 5 PS(x). Then 
Thus, by concavity of S, 
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for all 0 < J 5 x. Hence S(x) N ,Y on I, and so 11’ is equivalent to a constant 
function on I, which completes the proof of necessity of(b). 
In order to prove sufficiency of (a), assume that p < g and a(S) > ~J/u. For 
any sequence {.f;}~‘, , c f&,,,. there exists a sequence {A,)?=, OF nonnegative 
numbers such that Cy= 1 Xl = 1 where l/r< = 1 - Ip/q) and C;.‘=, XiIIJ;:ll” = 
(Cy=, lJfijly)F’q. By the equivalent formula of the norm in AP,,,., for any E > 0 
and i = 1. _ . . n, there exist measure preserving transformations 7; such that 
Then by the Hiilder inequality 
For any t > 0, define the set 
where g(x) = (Cl= I X~w(~~(x)j  r ‘ir and A is a constant in (i) of Lemma 5. We 
shall show that IUI 5 t. Suppose for a contrary that IUI > f. Since \V is de- 
creasing 
On the other hand, applying Lemma 5, we obtain 
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which is a contradiction. Thus / UJ 5 t for every t > 0. Now in view of the defi- 
nition of U,g*(t) < 2Aw(t). Therefore 
which completes the proof that the space AP,+ is q-concave. 
The sufficiency of(b) is obvious, since AP,,? = LP with equivalent norms if M: is 
equivalent o a constant function. 0 
Corollary 8. Let 1 5 p < q < 00. Then A,,,, is q-concave ifand only ifeither of the 
conditions (i)-(vi) in Lemma 5 is satisfied with r = q/(q - p). 
Let’s notice that conditions (i) and (ii) were considered by Reisner [RI, condi- 
tion (iv) with q = 2 was introduced by Schtitt [S], and Novikov [N] and Ray- 
naud [R] characterized q-concavity of AP+ in terms of inequality (v). 
The next result is a corollary of Lemma 6 and Theorem 7. 
Corollary 9. Let 1 5 p < 03. The following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) &,b% is q-concavefor some 1 < q < 03. 
(2) cr(S) > 0. 
(3) w is regular. 
The theorem below was proved by Carothers [Cal. We add it here together with 
his proof for the sake of completeness. The authors thank N. Carothers for 
permission to include this result. 
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Theorem 10 ([Cal). Let 1 5 p, q < CO. The Lorentz space AP+, satisjies a lower q- 
estimate if and only if p 5 q and x- P/qS(x) is equivalent to an increasing,function. 
For p = q it means that w is equivalent to a constantfunction that is Ap,W. = Lp. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2, we assume that p 5 q. Now suppose that ,& 
satisfies a lower q-estimate. Let 0 < x < y be arbitrary numbers in I. Setting 
n = b/x], define 
fi = S(X)-“‘X~(i_l)s,jl], i = 1,. . . ,n. 
Then nx 5 y 5 2nx, J;: are disjoint and 
Hence there exists C > 0 such that x-P’qS(x) < Cy-P’qS(y) for any 0 < x 5 y. 
Thus x-P/q,!?(x) is equivalent o the increasing function sup, c ): I _~ y-J’IqS(y). 
Suppose now that there is a constant C > 0 such that letting s(x) = x-P/qS(x) it 
holds s(x) < Cs(y) for 0 < x 5 y. Let {A}:=, c Ap.a be any disjointly sup- 
ported finite sequence. Then employing an equivalent formula for the norm in 
JJ,~ and the obvious equality (‘cm= fi = Cr= 1 dj;, we obtain 
I I 
Now if we set 
then 
Now, since p/q 5 1, by the reverse triangle inequality in LPj4 it holds 
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‘x d,, ( t)“‘qS(d,, 
0 
Thus A,,,,. satisfies a lower q-estimate. q 
Remark. By applying Theorem 10 and the well known fact that lower r-esti- 
mate implies q-concavity for q > r, we are able to present another proof of the 
sufficiency of (a) in Theorem 7 i.e. that o(S) > p/q? p < q, implies q-concavity 
of ilP,,,,. In fact, if o(S) >p/q, then there exists E > 0 such that o(S) > 
p/(q - E). This in turn implies that the functions -pl(q--E)S(_~) is equivalent to an 
increasing function, which by the previous theorem means that A,,,, satisfies a 
lower (q - z)-estimate and so is q-concave. 
We finish with results on type and cotype which are basically corollaries of 
general well known facts (e.g. [DJT]. [LT2]) and the previous results on con- 
vexity, concavity and upper and lower estimates. 
Theorem 11. Let 1 < p < x und 1 < I’ 5 2. Then A,,,v bus type r fund only tf 
r 5 p und a(S) > 0. The space ill,,, has only trivial type. 
Proof. Since A,.,,, contains an order isomorphic copy of 11, it does not satisfy an 
upper r-estimate for any I’ > 1. and hence it does not have any nontrivial type. 
If il,,,, has type I’, then I’ 5 p, by Lemma 2 and the fact that r-type implies an 
upper r-estimate. Since a nontrivial type implies a finite cotype and so a finite 
concavity, we have o(S) > 0 by Corollary 9. 
Assuming now that r < p and o(S) > 0, we have that A,,,V is r-convex (cf. 
Corollary 4). and has some finite concavity (cf. Corollary 9). Following the 
diagram (page 100 in [LT2]), the space has type I’. 0 
Corollary 12. Ler 1 < p < m. Therr l1,,,,. has type min(p, 2) ij’und only if w is 
regular. 
Corollary 13. Let 1 < p < cc. Then the jbllowing ussertions are equivulent. 
(1) /I,,,, has u nontriviul type. 
(2) 1 < p < 30 andcx(S) > 0. 
(3) 1 < p < ixj and M’ is regular. 
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Theorem 14. Let 1 < p < cc und 2 < q < 00. The following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(1) A,,,,, has cotype q. 
(2) AP,,V satisjes a lower q-estimate. 
(3) Either p < q and x-p/~S(x) is equivalent o an increasing function or p = q 
und w is equivalent o a constantfunction. 
Proof. Since a lower q-estimate and cotype q are equivalent for q > 2, the 
equivalence follows from Theorem 10. 0 
Theorem 15. Let 1 5 p < (xj. The following properties are equivalent. 
(1) A,,,,. has cotype 2. 
(2) ‘I,,,,, is 2-concave. 
(3) Either p < 2 and o(S) >p/2 or p = 2 Lmd II’ is equivalent o u constant 
,function. 
Proof. The conclusion is obtained by Theorem 7, since 2-concavity is equiva- 
lent to 2-cotype. 0 
In view of Corollary 9, we conclude the paper with the following result. 
Corollary 16. Let 1 < p < CO. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) Ap.,v has ajnite cotype. 
(2) cr(S) > 0. 
(3) \I’ is regular. 
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